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Equip your learners with the skills central to success. Enabling you to build, extend and perfect
the skills crucial to achievement, this text strengthens performance in all areas of assessment.
With a focus on practical work that accessibly connects material to real, global issues,
itdevelops a thorough foundation of skills that drive performance.
For courses in introductory environmental science. Help Students Connect Current
Environmental Issues to the Science Behind Them Environment: The Science behind the
Stories is a best seller for the introductory environmental science course known for its studentfriendly narrative style, its integration of real stories and case studies, and its presentation of
the latest science and research. The 6th Edition features new opportunities to help students
see connections between integrated case studies and the science in each chapter, and
provides them with opportunities to apply the scientific process to environmental concerns.
Also available with Mastering Environmental Science Mastering(tm) Environmental Science is
an online homework, tutorial, and assessment system designed to improve results by helping
students quickly master concepts. Students benefit from self-paced tutorials that feature
personalized wrong-answer feedback and hints that emulate the office-hour experience and
help keep students on track. With a wide range of interactive, engaging, and assignable
activities, students are encouraged to actively learn and retain tough course concepts. Note:
You are purchasing a standalone product; Mastering(tm) Environmental Science does not
come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with Mastering
Environmental Science, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID.
Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to
purchase both the physical text and Mastering Environmental Science, search for: 0134145933
/ 9780134145938 Environment: The Science behind the Stories Plus Mastering Environmental
Science with eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0134204883 /
9780134204888 Environment: The Science behind the Stories 0134510194 / 9780134510194
Mastering Environmental Science with Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access Card -- for
Environment: The Science behind the Stories Environment: The Science behind the Stories ,
6th Edition is also available via Pearson eText, a simple-to-use, mobile, personalized reading
experience that lets instructors connect with and motivate students -- right in their eTextbook.
Learn more.
Stretch your students to achieve their best grade with these year round course companions;
providing clear and concise explanations of all syllabus requirements and topics, and practice
questions to support and strengthen learning. - Consolidate revision and support learning with
a range of exam practice questions and concise and accessible revision notes - Practise exam
technique with tips and trusted guidance from examiners on how to tackle questions - Focus
revision with key terms and definitions listed for each topic/sub topic
Environment: The Science behind the Stories (subscription) 5/e, continues to revolutionize the
environmental science course with integrated central case studies and real-life stories that
provide you with a tangible and engaging framework for understanding science. The newly
revised Fifth Edition offers a highly effective integration between text and media to emphasize
scientific literacy and data analysis skills and encourages you to think critically about
environmental issues.
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO HELP SCORE A PERFECT 5, now with 33% more practice
than previous editions! Ace the 2021 AP Environmental Science Exam with this
comprehensive study guide--including 3 full-length practice tests with complete explanations,
thorough content reviews, targeted strategies for every question type, and access to online
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extras. Techniques That Actually Work. - Tried-and-true strategies to help you avoid traps and
beat the test - Tips for pacing yourself and guessing logically - Essential tactics to help you
work smarter, not harder Everything You Need to Know to Help Achieve a High Score. Detailed figures, graphs, and charts to illustrate important world environmental phenomena Updated to align with the latest College Board standards - Thorough lists of key terms for every
content chapter - Access to study plans, helpful pre-college information, and more via your
online Student Tools Practice Your Way to Excellence. - 3 full-length practice tests with
detailed answer explanations and scoring worksheets - Practice drills at the end of each
content review chapter - Quick-study glossary of the terms you should know
"Your World, Your Turn" is not just a subtitle, it's a philosophy. Jay Withgott wants students to
feel empowered, to feel that their actions can make a difference -- from measuring their own
ecological footprint to understanding the impact of society upon the environment. - Back cover.
For courses in Motivation An engaging approach that makes motivation science accessible
and relevant Revel Motivation Science presents classic and contemporary approaches to the
study of motivation in a way that is fun, dynamic, and relevant to students' lives. Combining
insights from psychology, education, health, business, and sports, authors Edward and Melissa
Burkley emphasize the influences of cognitive, emotional, social, and biological processes
upon motivation. Using simple, engaging language, real-world examples, and compelling
pedagogical features, the text helps students see how they can apply concepts from the field to
achieve their own life goals. NOTE: This ISBN is for a Pearson Books a la Carte edition a
convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf text. In addition to the flexibility offered by this
format, Books a la Carte editions offer students great value, as they cost significantly less than
a bound textbook. Motivation Science is also available via Revel(TM), an interactive learning
environment that enables students to read, practice, and study in one continuous experience.
You can also purchase a loose-leaf print reference to complement Revel Motivation Science .
This is optional.

Pearson Environmental ScienceYour World, Your TurnHigh School Environmental
Science 2011 Workbook Grade 11
This is a hands-on book about ArcGIS that you work with as much as read. By the end,
using Learn ArcGIS lessons, you'll be able to say you made a story map, conducted
geographic analysis, edited geographic data, worked in a 3D web scene, built a 3D
model of Venice, and more.
This comprehensive and exciting new text covers all of the syllabus requirements of the
NSW Board of Studies HSC course in Earth and Environmental Science. Featuring
global, Australian and NSW contexts it provides extensive coverage of core and
elective topics and contains up-to-date information with special attention given to
providing material for those areas of the syllabus that teachers have found difficult to
resource. Also it gives clear sets of outcomes for each section of the text and includes
numerous exercises and practical activities with a range of difficulty to address the
needs of all students. Students will develop an appreciation of natural phenomena and
human interactions with the natural world.
"Environment: The Science Behind the Stories 7e is written for an introductory
environmental science course for non-science majors. The "central case studies" hook
students with stories at the beginning of a chapter and are threaded throughout.
Related "Science Behind the Stories" boxes are integrated throughout to guide students
through scientific discoveries, the ongoing pursuit of questions, and an understanding
of the process of science. Unfolding stories about real people and places make
environmental science memorable to non-science majors, and engage them in the
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content"-Learner-centered teaching is a pedagogical approach that emphasizes the roles of
students as participants in and drivers of their own learning. Learner-centered teaching
activities go beyond traditional lecturing by helping students construct their own
understanding of information, develop skills via hands-on engagement, and encourage
personal reflection through metacognitive tasks. In addition, learner-centered classroom
approaches may challenge students’ preconceived notions and expand their thinking
by confronting them with thought-provoking statements, tasks or scenarios that cause
them to pay closer attention and cognitively “see” a topic from new perspectives. Many
types of pedagogy fall under the umbrella of learner-centered teaching including
laboratory work, group discussions, service and project-based learning, and student-led
research, among others. Unfortunately, it is often not possible to use some of these
valuable methods in all course situations given constraints of money, space, instructor
expertise, class-meeting and instructor preparation time, and the availability of prepared
lesson plans and material. Thus, a major challenge for many instructors is how to
integrate learner-centered activities widely into their courses. The broad goal of this
volume is to help advance environmental education practices that help increase
students’ environmental literacy. Having a diverse collection of learner-centered
teaching activities is especially useful for helping students develop their environmental
literacy because such approaches can help them connect more personally with the
material thus increasing the chances for altering the affective and behavioral
dimensions of their environmental literacy. This volume differentiates itself from others
by providing a unique and diverse collection of classroom activities that can help
students develop their knowledge, skills and personal views about many contemporary
environmental and sustainability issues. ? ? ?
1. Sponges, Cnidarians, and Worms 2. Mollusks, Arthropods, and Echinoderms 3.
Fishes, Amphibians, and Reptiles 4. Birds and Mammals 5. Animal Behavior
Environmental Economics and Policy is a best-selling text for environmental economics
courses. Offering a policy-oriented approach, it introduces economic theory, empirical
fieldwork, and case studies that show how underlying economic principles provided the
foundation for environmental policies. Key features include: Introductions to the theory
and method of environmental economics, including externalities, benefit-cost analysis,
valuation methods, and ecosystem goods and services. Extensive coverage of the
major issues including climate change mitigation and adaptation, air and water
pollution, and environmental justice. Boxed "Examples" and "Debates" throughout the
text, which highlight global examples and major talking points. This text will be of use to
undergraduate students of economics. Students will leave the course with a global
perspective of how environmental economics has played and can continue to play a
role in promoting fair and efficient environmental management. The text is fully
supported with end-of-chapter summaries, discussion questions, and self-test exercises
in the book. Additional online resources include references, as well as PowerPoint
slides for each chapter.
The Friedland and Relyea advantage. Built from the ground up specifically for the AP
Environmental Science course, Friedland and Relyea Environmental Science for AP
offers complete coverage of the AP course using the same terminology that students
will see on the AP Environmental Science exam. This text provides teachers with the
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scientific rigor they expect, a balanced approach to the material, and an organization
that mirrors the AP topic outline, as shown on the correlation grid in the front of this text.
Students benefit from real-world examples, engaging case studies, and numerous
pedagogical features helping to prepare them for the exam. - Back cover.
Provides 32 detailed, interdisciplinary environmental science lessons with complete
directions for use, including summary, introduction, materials needed, preparation and
step-by-step teaching directions plus worksheets and background sheets. Organized
into six topical units covering Land Use Issues ... Wildlife Issues ... Water Issues ...
Atmospheric Issues ... Energy Issues ... Human Issues.
The Routledge Handbook of Research Methods for Social-Ecological Systems provides
a synthetic guide to the range of methods that can be employed in social-ecological
systems (SES) research. The book is primarily targeted at graduate students, lecturers
and researchers working on SES, and has been written in a style that is accessible to
readers entering the field from a variety of different disciplinary backgrounds. Each
chapter discusses the types of SES questions to which the particular methods are
suited and the potential resources and skills required for their implementation, and
provides practical examples of the application of the methods. In addition, the book
contains a conceptual and practical introduction to SES research, a discussion of key
gaps and frontiers in SES research methods, and a glossary of key terms in SES
research. Contributions from 97 different authors, situated at SES research hubs in 16
countries around the world, including South Africa, Sweden, Germany and Australia,
bring a wealth of expertise and experience to this book. The first book to provide a
guide and introduction specifically focused on methods for studying SES, this book will
be of great interest to students and scholars of sustainability science, environmental
management, global environmental change studies and environmental governance.
The book will also be of interest to upper-level undergraduates and professionals
working at the science–policy interface in the environmental arena.
This best selling AP Environmental Science study guide includes: A new diagnostic test
to pinpoint the test taker’s strengths and weak areas Two full-length practice exams
with all questions answered and explained A detailed review of all test topics, with
practice questions and answers An overview of the test plus helpful test-taking
strategies Hundreds of diagrams and illustrations The book can be purchased alone or
with an optional CD-ROM that presents two additional full-length practice tests with
answers and automatic scoring. BONUS ONLINE PRACTICE TEST: Students who
purchase this book or package will also get FREE access to one additional full-length
online AP Environmental Science test with all questions answered and explained.
This ... case study book provides students with the critical thinking and math skills
needed to examine and analyze environmental issues relevant to today's world.
Features current ... cases rather than hypothetical situations; presents the tools of
critical thinking and applies them throughout the book, encouraging students to assess
their own reasoning; includes mathematical formulas explained in a step-by-step
manner to help students gain confidence in their own math proficiency; integrates
information and questions throughout the book; suggests examples for further research
while encouraging students to explore the implications, significance, and validity of their
work.-Back cover.
"Visually appealing and enjoyable to read aloud, this book is a versatile introduction to
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redwood trees and forest conservation." —School Library Journal Step into the magical,
but true, world of a coast redwood forest -- one of nature's most diverse environments.
Experience the life of one tiny tree as it survives despite all odds and grows generation
by generation into the tallest tree on earth today. A recipient of a silver Eureka! Award
from the California Reading Association for outstanding nonfiction. A children's book
about how a once tiny seedling, deep in the forest of Redwood National Park, that was
protected by the animals and plants that surrounded it, stretched toward the sun to
become the tallest known tree on earth. It survived ecological and human threats and
flourished for over 1200 years. Logging in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
depleted the coastal redwood population significantly. But the creation of northern
California's Redwood National Park in 1968 helped to save some of the ancient trees,
like this one. The tree was discovered by tall tree scientists in 2006, but in the hopes to
keep the tree safe, its exact location is kept secret. Susan Swan’s eye-catching
illustrations are made of found objects and hand-painted papers bringing a natural
depth and texture to the story. Peppered with impressive facts about trees and
extensive backmatter, Pearson proves that every tree has a story to tell.
This package contains: 0321752902: Essential Environment: The Science behind the
Stories 0321856309: NEW MasteringEnvironmentalScience with Pearson eText -ValuePack Access Card -- for Essential Environment: The Science behind the Stories

Environmental Science: Sustaining Your World was created specifically for your
high school environmental science course. With a central theme of sustainability
included throughout, authors G. Tyler Miller and Scott Spoolman have focused
content and included student activities on the core environmental issues of today
while incorporating current research on solutions-based outcomes. National
Geographic images and graphics support the text, while National Geographic
Explorers and scientists who are working in the field to solve environmental
issues of all kinds tell their stories of how real science and engineering practices
are used to solve real-world environmental problems. Ensure that your students
learn critical thinking skills to evaluate all sides of environmental issues while
gaining knowledge of the Core Ideas from the NGSS and applying that
knowledge to real science and engineering practices and activities.
This loose-leaf, three-hole punched version of the textbook gives students the
flexibility to take only what they need to class and add their own notes--all at an
affordable price. For Introductory Environmental Science Courses (Non-Majors).
Build and practice skills needed to understand complex environmental issues
The Environment and You, 3rd Edition, by Norm Christensen, Lissa Leege, and
new co-author Justin St. Juliana, gives today's generation of students reason to
be hopeful about environmental challenges. The authors draw on their
pedagogical expertise and classroom experience to help students establish a
reliable foundation in science. The unbiased approach of the text equips students
with important analytical and quantitative reasoning skills, including how to ask
questions to seek information required to develop informed opinions. The authors
strive to inspire students, by connecting the course to choices they can make as
citizens and demonstrating the role science can play in influencing personal,
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community, and global environmental issues. With the 3rd Edition, new features
include You Decide which presents complex environmental issues and invites
students to take a position and consider the results of their position. New
Misconceptions address common student misunderstandings related to matters
of scientific fact and tackle them head on. The textbook is closely integrated with
Mastering(tm) Environmental Science to support instructors and students with a
wide variety of engaging assignments and activities.
1. Populations and Communities 2. Ecosystems and Biomes 3. Living Resources
4. Land, Water, and Air Resources 5. Energy Resource
For one or two semester biochemistry courses (science majors). A highly visual,
precise and fresh approach to guide today's mixed-science majors to a deeper
understanding of biochemistry Biochemistry: Concepts and Connections engages
students in the rapidly evolving field of biochemistry, better preparing them for the
challenges of 21st century science through quantitative reasoning skills and a
rich, chemical perspective on biological processes.
Make sure you’re studying with the most up-to-date prep materials! Look for the
newest edition of this title, Princeton Review AP Computer Science A Prep, 2021
(ISBN: 9780525569497, on-sale August 2020). Publisher's Note: Products
purchased from third-party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality
or authenticity, and may not include access to online tests or materials included
with the original product.
Written specifically for the AP® Environmental Science course, Friedland and
Relyea Environmental Science for AP® Second Edition, is designed to help you
realize success on the AP® Environmental Science Exam and in your course by
providing the built-in support you want and need. In the new edition, each chapter
is broken into short, manageable modules to help students learn at an ideal pace.
Do the Math boxes review quantitative skills and offer you a chance to practice
the math you need to know to succeed. Module AP® Review questions, Unit
AP® Practice Exams, and a full length cumulative AP® Practice test offer
unparalleled, integrated support to prepare you for the real AP® Environmental
Science exam in May. The new edition also features a breakthrough in digitalbased learning--an edaptext, powered by Copia Class.
Inspiring people to care about the planet. In the new edition of LIVING IN THE
ENVIRONMENT, authors Tyler Miller and Scott Spoolman have partnered with
the National Geographic Society to develop a text designed to equip students
with the inspiration and knowledge they need to make a difference solving
today's environmental issues. Exclusive content highlights important work of
National Geographic Explorers, and features over 200 new photos, maps, and
illustrations that bring course concepts to life. Using sustainability as the
integrating theme, LIVING IN THE ENVIRONMENT 18e, provides clear
introductions to the multiple environmental problems that we face and balanced
discussions to evaluate potential solutions. In addition to the integration of new
and engaging National Geographic content, every chapter has been thoroughly
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updated and 18 new Core Case Studies offer current examples of present
environmental problems and scenarios for potential solutions. The conceptcentered approach used in the text transforms complex environmental topics and
issues into key concepts that students will understand and remember. Overall, by
framing the concepts with goals for more sustainable lifestyles and human
communities, students see how promising the future can be and their important
role in shaping it. offers additional exclusive National Geographic content,
including high-quality videos on important environmental problems and efforts
being made to address them. Team up with Mller/Spoolman's, LIVING IN THE
ENVIRONMENT and the National Geographic Society to offer your students the
most inspiring introduction to environmental science available! Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
Rather than the 25 to 30 chapters found in most environmental science textbooks, the authors
have limited Principles of Environmental Science: Inquiry and Applications to 15 chapters perfect for the one-semester, non-majors environmental science course. True to its title, the
goal of this concise text is to provide an up-to-date, introductory view of essential themes in
environmental science along with offering students numerous opportunities to practice
scientific thinking and active learning.
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE inspires and equips students to make a difference for the world.
Featuring sustainability as their central theme, authors Tyler Miller and Scott Spoolman
emphasize natural capital, natural capital degradation, solutions, trade-offs, and the
importance of individuals. As a result, students learn how nature works, how they interact with
it, and how humanity has sustained and can continue to sustain its relationship with the earth
by applying nature's lessons to economies and individual lifestyles. Engaging features like
Core Case Studies, and Connections boxes demonstrate the relevance of issues and
encourage critical thinking. Updated with new learning tools, the latest content, and an
enhanced art program, this highly flexible book allows instructors to vary the order of chapters
and sections within chapters to meet the needs of their courses. Two new active learning
features conclude each chapter. Doing Environmental Science offers project ideas based on
chapter content that build critical thinking skills and integrate scientific method principles.
Global Environmental Watch offers online learning activities through the Global Environment
Watch website, helping students connect the book's concepts to current real-world issues.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Real Issues. Real Data. Real Choices. Environmental Science: Your World, Your Turn is
based on real, current, and relevant content that brings the world of environmental science to
life. All while making it personal and actionable for every student.
Practice exam papers are one of the best ways to make students feel confident and prepared
for their exams. With full sets of exam-style papers to work through, this Environmental
Systems and Societies TestPrep Workbook is the perfect resource to use as part of exam
revision - whether this is before the mock exams or before the real thing.
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